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Continuum observations of Cederblad 110 K. Lehtinen & J. Harju & S. Kontinen & J.L. Higdon
The low-mass star formation region associated with the reflection nebula Cederblad 110 in the Chamaeleon I
cloud was mapped with the Australian Telescope Compact Array (ATCA) at 6 and 3.5 cm.Altogether11sourcesweredetected, t
theilluminatingstarIRS 2(Class III,EinsteinX−raysourceCHX 7), thebrightestfar−infraredsourceIRS 4(Class I), and
raysourceCHX10a(Class III).Theotheryoungstellarobjectsintheregion, includingtheClass 0protostarcandidateCha−
MMS1, werenotdetected.TheradiospectralindexofIRS 4(α = 1.7  0.3) is consistent with optically thick
free-free emission arising from a dense ionized region, probably a jet-induced shock occurring in the circum-
stellar material. As the only Class I protostar with a ’thermal jet’ IRS 4 is the strongest candidate for the
central source of the molecular outflow found previously in the region. The emission from IRS 2 has a flat
spectrum (α = 0.050.05) but shows no sign of polarization, and therefore its origin is likely to be optically
thin free-free emission either from ionized wind or a collimated jet. The strongest source detected in this
survey is a new compact object with a steep negative spectral index (−1.1) and a weak linear polarization
( 2%), which probably represents a background radio galaxy.
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Introduction
The Cederblad 110 (Ced 110) reflection nebula in the Chamaeleon I molecular cloud is associated with
one of the nearest low-mass star forming regions, with young stellar objects (YSOs) in all dierent phases from
a pre-stellar clump and Class 0 protostellar candidate to a Class III pre-main sequence star (for YSO classi-
cation, see Lada (lada87) and Andre et al. (andre93)). The region is therefore favourable for studies of the de-
pendence of radio continuum emission on the stellar evolutionary stage. On the other hand, a centimetre con-
tinuum mapping may reveal protostars, which have remained undetected in the infrared because of large op-
tical depths. With these prospects as motivation we have mapped the central part of the nebula with the Aus-
tralian Compact Array (ATCA) in continuum at 6 cmand3.5 cm, inordertoinvestigatethenatureoftheknownstellarsourcesan
The region has been studied in great detail in the near-IR by Zinnecker et al. (zinnecker99) and Persi et al.
(persi01), in the mid-IR by Persi et al. (persi00), and in the far-IR by Lehtinen et al. (lehtinen01). These pa-
pers contain all the relevant references to previous studies at various wavelengths ranging from 1.3mmtoX−
rays.TheY SOsidentifiedindifferentsurveysarelistedinTable table : ysos, whichalsogivestheestimatedinfraredclass, andt
raysistheweak−linedT Tauristar(Class III)IRS 2(EinteinX−raysourceCHX 7), whichistheilluminatingstarofCed 110.T
infraredsource, whereasthe1.3 mmcontinuummapisdominatedbytheClass0candidateCha−MMS1(thereferencesaregiven
The distribution of molecular gas in the region has been studied by Mattila et al. (mattila89), and more
recently by Mizuno et al. (1999). Mattila et al. (mattila89) detected a bipolar molecular outflow originating
somewhere in the centre of Ced 110. Reipurth et al. (reipurth96) mapped the centre of Ced 110 in continuum
at 1.3 mmwitharesolutionof22, anddetectedamarginallyresolvedbrightdustcontinuumsourcetheycalledCha−
MMS1.ThissourceiscoincidentwiththecentreofadensemolecularclumpstudiedinseveralmolecularspeciesbyKontinenet al.
MMS1containsaClass 0protostar, whichisthedrivingsourceofthemolecularoutflowandHerbig−HaroobjectsHH 49/50loca
Haroflowsareoftendetectedinradiocontinuum(e.g. Rodr guez&Reipurthrodriguez96), oneoftheaimsoftheobservationsdi
orinvalidate− thissuggestion.
In Sect. 2 of this paper we discuss briefly the mechanisms of radio emission associated with newly born
stars. In Sect. 3 we describe our observational procedure. In Sect. 4 we present the results and discuss the
properties of individual sources in the light of previous surveys and some theoretical expectations. Finally,
in Sect. 5 we summarize our conclusions.
Cm-wavelength continuum emission from YSOs
A large fraction of the youngest protostars, i.e. those belonging to the Classes 0 and I, have been detected
in radio continuum at cm wavelengths (e.g. Anglada anglada96; Rodrguez rodriguez94). Class III objects
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are often associated with non-thermal radio emission. On the other hand, the detection rate amongst Class II
protostars is lower than for the other classes. Gibb (gibb99) discussed this problem and suggested a scenario
in which the dominant emission mechanism at cm wavelengths changes with the age of the YSO. According
to this Class 0 and Class I objects, which are in the main and late accretion phase, respectively, emit thermal
free-free emission from ionized jets, but this emission declines with time when the accretion rate or outflow
eciency (which are intimately linked) go down. Finally in the Class III stage, synchrotron emission from
the exposed pre-main-sequence star becomes the dominant mechanism (see also Wilking et al. wilking01).
Thermal emission can arise directly from stellar winds or collimated jets, or from shocks associated
with jets or infall onto accretion disks. Non-thermal emission is related to magnetic elds close to the
chromospherically active YSO, and/or to the star-disc interaction region. It is known that ionization by
stellar photons is insucient to produce the continuum emission in low luminosity sources such as those
in Cederblad 110 (see e.g. Rodrguez et al. rodriguez89). Reviews on possible thermal and non-thermal
emission mechanisms in connection with young stars at dierent stages of evolution are given e.g. in Anglada
(anglada96), Andre (andre96), Panagia (panagia91), and Feigelson & Montmerle (feigelson99). Models
explaining the observed properties of the free-free emission sources are presented e.g. in Reynolds (reynolds86,
collimated ionized winds), Curiel et al. (curiel87, Herbig-Haro shocks), Neufeld & Hollenbach (neufeld96,
accretion shocks), and Ghavamian & Hartigan (ghavamian98, shocks in dense gas).
table []YSOs associated with Ced 110 tabularlllll IR Class designation other name spectrum references
Observations and data reduction
Cederblad 110 was observed with the Australia Telescope Compact Array (ATCA), located at Narrabri,
New South Wales, Australia. The observations were made on 2000 May 24 and 28, with the 1.5A array cong-
uration. The frequencies 4.80 GHz(6 cm)and8.64 GHz(3.5 cm)wereobservedsimultaneously.Thecorrelatorconfigurationuse
The calibration sources were selected from the ATCA Calibrator Source Catalogue (Reynolds reynolds97).
The Seyfert 2 galaxy PKS 1934{638 was used as the primary flux calibrator, and the phase-reference cali-
brator was the quasar PKS 1057{797. The flux densities and the degrees of polarization of 1057{797 were
found to be higher than those given in ATCA catalogue (see Table table:observations).
table []Observational parameters. The position angle is measured to East from North tabularlll Target
source Ced 110
The observations were made in two 12 hours runs, alternating between the target source (25 minutes)
and the phase calibrator (5 minutes). During the rst night the observations were interrupted by rain for
an hour, but during the second night the weather was excellent.
The data were calibrated and cleaned with the Miriad package (Sault et al. sault95). The inversion
was performed using all the channel information (i.e. multifrequency synthesis). The flux densities of the
detectected sources were derived from naturally weighted images corrected for the primary beam responses.
The noise levels at the centres of the images, and the synthesized beams are given in Table table:observations.
Intensity maxima exceeding 3 the local rms are considered as detections.
Results and discussion
Altogether 11 radio sources were identied by inspecting the maps visually. The characteristics of the
detected sources are summarized in Table sources. In this table we give for each source the designation, the
equatorial coordinates, the angular size, the flux densities at 3.5 and 6 cmandthespectralindex,α, determined
from the latter two values. The radio source Ced 110 R5 has two maxima, which are treated as separate
components. The error in the α is estimated on the basis of random noise only. Objects that may be
associated with the radio sources at other wavelengths were searched in the SIMBAD database.
table* []Radio continuum sources detected in Cederblad 110. Flux upper-limits are calculated assum-
ing a point source with a peak intensity of three times the rms. The positional accuracy is expected
to be better than 2. The angular size is the measured FWHM along the major and minor axes at
3.5 cm, orat6 cmif3.5 cmdataarenotavailable, withuncertaintyinparentheses.ThequantitySistheintensityintegratedoverthe
are estimated on the basis of the local rms noise. flushleft center tabularrrrrrrrr
2cPosition Angular S(3.5 cm)S(6 cm)α Notes
gure !H4200F1.PS Radio and infrared sources in the Cederblad 110. The cm continuum sources are
marked with lled circles and the sources detected in other surveys are marked with lled triangles. Solid
contours show the intensity of the 200 µm emission ridge (Lehtinen et al. lehtinen01), from 40 to 115 in
steps of 15 MJy sr−1. The dashed contours show the integrated intensity of C18O(J=1{0), from 0.2 to 2.0
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in steps of 0.2 K km s−1. The velocity vectors of Herbig-Haro 49 and 50 (mean of HH 50a{e) are indicated
with arrows g1
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